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fade in to an on-screen quote...

’To have what you have never had, you have to do what

you’ve never done.’

Roy T. Bennett

1 CHRISTEYNS HQ IN GHENT. EXT. - DAY 1

The sun rises. A cock crows. The gates swing open. The

barriers raise. Staff and vehicles arrive.

A Christeyns tanker is being loaded for delivery. The

driver and the warehouse manager are checking the load and

the vehicle with a clipboard. With a nod and a pat on the

back, all is good to go.

The tanker driver climbs into the driving seat. The keys

turn. The lights come on. The engine starts. The wheels

roll. The gate slides open and the security gate waves the

tanker through out onto the road.

2 ROAD. EXT. - DAY 2

Our tanker driver is happy. He’s picking up the pace. The

engine is becoming louder. The wheels turn with greater

speed.

A man walking a dog is stopped in his tracks as the tanker

passes. Something magical is happening.

The tanker driver smiles.

A milkman in a float hangs out the side in amazement,

watching the tanker pass.

A group of workers in hi-vis stop eating their morning egg

sandwiches, mouths agape. Runny yolk lands on L’Echo.

The road passes at great speed beneath the tanker. The

driver is excited. The wheels turn faster. The speedometer

needle turns. Wheels splash through a puddle. The tanker

shakes.

The truck is headed towards roadworks. The speedo is in

the red. The driver floors the accelerator.

The floor beneath the lorry moves further away. A worker

holding a stop sign in the roadworks ducks, his cap blows

off and his stop sign spins from ’stop’ to ’go’ as

something flies above him.

The driver laughs as he’s lifting into the air at great

speed.



2.

3 FIELD. EXT - DAY 3

A cow looks up from a field. A farmer looks up from a

field.

4 BAKERY. EXT - DAY 4

Two men at a bakery look up as something passes overhead.

5 PARISIAN CAFE. EXT - DAY 5

A man sips beer at a cafe with his partner as a sexy

waitress nears. He looks up to see what’s passing

overhead. The sexy waitress looks up. She pours wine on

the partner who is gobsmacked.

6 HARBOUR. EXT - DAY 6

Two wisened Portuguese fishermen assess a catch. They look

up as something passes overhead. The smile to each other.

A fish jumps.

7 OUT TO SEA. EXT. - DAY 7

Water passes by underneath as we rocket across the open

ocean. We lift into the air away form the sea revealing

the broader area and coastlines from the air. An arrow

leaving a trail. Higher still we see Europe from the air.

The arrow splits and winds forming new arrows. The arrows

head towards all Christeyns destinations across Europe. We

begin to trace an arrow.

Closer to the arrow. Closer and faster. Closer to the

arrow and homing in on a destination. We become one with

the arrow and we’re...

8 TANKER. INT. - DAY 8

...back in the tanker cab with our driver. He’s guiding

the tanker carefully as the engine sound decelerates and

quietens.

9 ROAD. EXT. - DAY 9

The road becomes closer beneath the tanker. A wheel

touches down. A slight screech. Some rubber smoke. The

engine slows.

10 CLIENT SITE. EXT. - DAY 10

The Christeyns tanker pulls in. A hair-netted client is

waiting, pleased at the arrival. The tanker stops. A foot

hits the floor. A trusting handshake. Smiles.
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11 CREDITS ON BLANK SCREEN 11

A BETTER WAY

12 CLIENT SITE. EXT. - DAY 12

Our hair-netted client waves away into the sky.

13 CREDITS ON BLANK SCREEN 13

CRISTEYNS


